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Who am I,
     the God-centred self within,
where life is being lived ardently, faithfully and strongly?
But I am not so on the outer side of my own self,
that of a human and physical being.

Why Lord? Why God?
Why Cosmic Reality?
Why hidden? Why left?

Why not whole
as is one is blessed?

               -------0------

Why no hint?
Why no notion, idea or truth?
Why no knowledge learned as was when first birthed?

Why no inner-sight-full-ness?
Why no more knowledge beyond the outer world at best?
Why no understanding of who we are as preciousness?

Why, why so - when life is such a little
while on earth before die again, earth as dust?

               -------0------
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Why no inner-sight-full-ness?
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I am the story. I am the text.
I am the voyage, courage as a test at best.
I am the advent upon which time is of the essence
prior to a time which is classed, ‘the end’.

I am, it said when young and innocent.

I am
   that of a life in you
   to find, explore and invest.

I am your own self beautiful.
I am the joy of having to live in and through Me.
I am the joy, so fill into yourself love
as a deeply felt comfort
prior all that of a struggle
so knowledge and peace can be felt.

I am and in Me you are and can know
when or where-ever life does take you
come and be sharing as to listen for in Me.

I am your own specific guidance to live
as and when that source wants of you to review,
shift and enter that of a solace, a place within
where I am to give knowledge as faith, as belief -
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ecause
   to become a traveller,
   a Cosmic Reality
   of a source to live by …

then it does require knowledge,
peace and to stand fast
to allow your new path to follow
be no longer to fear, but challenge of course,

but to do so with forthright knowing,
experience too,
that you are actually a part of a whole, the Universe too.
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ou are the soul traveller
no time or timing as history does, educationally
but as a force of energy,
a tireless upholder of a goodly, virtuous intent
to provide a guidance
from those all powerful prior your own life events.

I am in you,
those of a most phenomenal sense …
a sense to know more of you exists
and into that a life of a unification can and does allow,
fully appreciative, human wholeness.
I am all and in you can become real
to give a more balanced life or lived ideal.
I am the value, pride inside in place
to draw on and live by

ecause
   in you I can too become one …
one of presence, peace and acclaim that we are ones
who are of a Cosmic Reality to now live by.

No hint. No further dispute.
No more horror
this that I am is now in you to fully repute.

                       -------0------
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Can it be true, I am in You?

Yes, is the answer, as is others too,
people of all form, frame, idea or understanding.

ecause
   this is life and in how to live;
   this is human and being physical,
   but earthly
   as part of a universe, a cosmic reality
   to live harmoniously as one …

   one humanity,

   one human and individual hope
   to be recognised

   so consciously we can in fact plant
   a seed, rich to share, show and/or impart.

                      -------0------
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Keep ever constant
   to love living now
   knowing those of difficulties,
   challenges immense
   but too of goodly behaviour
   and in how to oneself and others speak.

               -------0------

Keep, keep ever constant
   within that voice as is My own
   to live as a human and cosmic being.

               -------0------
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Peacefulness
   is what in us is best
   and too is blessed.

Peacefulness
   to love what in us
   is found, formed
   and of completeness.


